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Let's focus on the Domain
Domain-Driven Development
What is Domain-Driven Development?
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Diagram shows a head with interconnected nodes. 

- On the left side: 
  - Red speech bubbles with letters: X, Y, Z.

- On the right side: 
  - Blue trees with nodes labeled X, Y, Z, and a book labeled: class X, def Y, def Z.

- In the center: 
  - Green nodes forming a network.
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The Model is a useful approximation of the real world.
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Buy bread due by 2016-03-22

**General**
- **Description**: Buy bread
- **Category**: Domestic
- **Subcategory**: Shopping
- **Complete**: False

**Priority**
- **Relative Priority**: 1
- **Due By**: 22-03-2016

**Similar To**
- **Buy milk**
- **Category**: Domestic
- **Subcategory**: Shopping
- **Complete**: False
- **Due By**: 22-03-2016
- **Cost**: 0.75

- **Buy stamps**
- **Category**: Domestic
- **Subcategory**: Shopping
- **Complete**: False
- **Due By**: 22-03-2016
- **Cost**: 10.00
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Naked Objects all the things!
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But... work within framework?
Buy bread due by 2016-03-22

Properties | Other | Metadata
---|---|---
**General**
Description*: Buy bread
Category*: Domestic
Subcategory: Shopping
Complete: 

**Priority**
Relative Priority: 1
Due By: 22-03-2016

**Similar to** | **Dependencies**
---|---
**Similar To**
Description | Category | Subcategory | Complete | Due By | Cost
Buy milk | Domestic | | | 22-03-2016 | 0.75
Buy stamps | Domestic | Shopping | | 22-03-2016 | 10.00
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Buy bread due by 2016-03-22

Description: Buy bread
Category: Domestic
Subcategory: Shopping
Due By: 22-03-2016

Similar To
- Buy milk
  - Description: Buy milk
  - Category: Domestic
  - Subcategory: Shopping
  - Due By: 22-03-2016
  - Cost: 0.75
- Buy stamps
  - Description: Buy stamps
  - Category: Shopping
  - Subcategory: Shopping
  - Due By: 22-03-2016
  - Cost: 10.00
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/**
 * Greet somebody
 * @param string $name
 * @return string
 */

public function greet($name) {
    return $name;
}
Event sourcing
A seemingly heavy method
with the right tool
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A seemingly heavy method with the right tool can become light and fast.
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